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1).  impostors, posing as legitimate lawmakers and public officers!

Criminal actors, elected or appointed…posing as legitimate lawmakers and public 

officers are impostors!
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2).  “Immigration and Nationality Act”.   AMONG THOSE BANNED 

— ISLAM!

How about criminally abusive?

1952: CONGRESS PASSES “Immigration and Nationality Act”. AMONG THOSE 

BANNED — ISLAM!

How can it be that intelligent, thinking American sovereigns not only allowed this 

infiltration of clearly identified enemies of America, to be granted unlawful access to unlawfully 

enter our country, but then to compound the injuries to our republic — even permitting those 

who are charged with the responsibility to enforce such corporate public policy, specifically 

public officers — to violate their employment contracts — oaths of office — and commit treason 

against the American people..., because they failed to enforce the law!

Now it is my understanding of our lawful system of law — one referred to by legitimate 

Americans as "Constitutional law," or the "rule of law,":

All lawful public officers are automatically obligated to enforce such public policy as: 

STATUTE-66-Pg163   Those who chose to dishonor their responsibilities — then become 

chargeable for the following criminal offenses:

• Perjury

• Sedition

https://scannedretina.com/2018/09/17/1952-congress-passes-immigration-and-nationality-act-among-those-banned-islam/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/09/17/1952-congress-passes-immigration-and-nationality-act-among-those-banned-islam/
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/statute-66-pg163.pdf
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• Insurrection

• Overthrowing the legitimate government through unlawful means

And — How about treason?

                      

Anyone who recognizes any errors in what has been stated above is freely invited to 

correct any mistakes I may have made.  I am no expert in these matters and can only express 
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opinions of a reasonable sovereign American.

Sovereigns may not always be right, but they are always sovereign!
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